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Abstract- Respiratory Motion during the scan causes motion artifacts, in order to reduce these artifacts here is an algorithm called Pixel-
specific back projection. PSBP is an approximate filtered back-projection algorithm that corrects for in-plane motion by performing the 
reconstruction using a coordinate system that is specific to each pixel. To reduce artifacts caused by respiratory motion in chest CT scans, an 
algorithm called pixel specific back-projection (PSBP) has been developed. PSBP is an approximate filtered back-projection algorithm that 
corrects for in-plane motion by performing the reconstruction using a coordinate system that is specific to each pixel. The coordinate systems 
move according to the in-plane motion in the slice at the time the projection was acquired. PSBP reduced artifacts caused by motion in both 
simulated and patient scan data.The coordinate systems move according to the in-plane motion in the slice at the time the projection was 
acquired. Depending on the intensity of the pixels this algorithm works. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Cardiac and respiratory motion can cause artifacts in computed 
tomography scans of the chest. These artifacts are clinically significant 
because they may obscure pathology or mimic disease. These noise, or 
artifact, sources include: line noise from the power grid, eye blinks, 
eye movements, heart beat, breathing, and other muscle activity. Some 
artifacts, such as eye blinks,produce voltage changes of much higher 
amplitude than the endogenous brain activity. In this situation the data 
must be discarded unless the artifact can be removed from the data. 
Crawford introduces an alternative algorithm called filtered back-
projection. In this algorithm time-varying magnification motion model 
(TVMBP) was used. But this algorithm was not effective because the 
time-varying magnification model did not accurately describe in-plane 
respiratory motion nor did it account for cross-plane motion. 

In this research further improvement of the algorithm is done. We 
are using Pixel-specific back-projection algorithm which implements 
time-varying magnification motion model on a pixel-by-pixel basis. 
Reconstruction is performed in a coordinate system specific to each 
system. By using this model we can minimize the motion artifacts in 
an image. 
i)Eye Blink artifact: It is very common in EEG data, produces a high 
amplitude signal that can be many times greater than EEG signals of 
interest. Because of its high amplitude an eye blink can corrupt data 
on all electrodes, even those at the back of the head. Eye artifacts are 
often measured more directly in the electrooculargram (EOG), pairs of 
electrodes placed above and around the eyes. Unfortunately, these 
measurements are contaminated with EEG signals of interest and so 
simple subtraction is not a removal option even if an exact model of 
EOG diffusion across the scalp is available  
ii) Eye Movement: These artifacts are caused by the re orientation of 
the retino corneal dipole [3]. The effect of this artifact is stronger than 

that of the eye blink artifact. Eye blinks and movements often occur at 
close intervals.  
ii)Line Noise: Strong signals from A/C power supplies can corrupt 
EEG data during transfer from the scalp electrodes to the recording 
device. Notch filters are often used to filter this artifact containing 
lower frequency line noise and harmonics. Notch filtering at these 
frequencies can remove useful information. Line noise can corrupt the 
data from some or all of the electrodes depending on the source of the 
problem. 
iv) Muscle Activity: These artifacts are caused by activity in different 
muscle groups including neck and facial muscles. These signals have a 
wide frequency range and can be distributed across different sets of 
electrodes depending on the location  of the source muscles. 
v)Pulse. When an electrode is placed on or near a blood vessel, it 
causes pulse, or heart beat, artifact. The expansion and contraction of 
the vessel introduce voltage changes into the recordings  
 
          

2.  DESCRIPTION OF PSBP 
In TVMBP, the two-dimensional object function from which 

parallel projections are being measured is f(x,y). Crawford assumed 
that during projection acquisition, respiratory motion transformed the 

x+ x y,+ yy. In these 
expressions, the  represent 
magnification factors. Crawford showed that f(x,y) could be 
reconstructed by 

 
, where  is the projection angle, and q () is a projection convolved 
with a ramp filter. Note that in (1) the terms in square brackets are the 
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inverses of the mappi
demonstrates that f(x,y) can be recovered  
by back-projecting into the coordinates where the pixel was located at 
the time the projection was acquired. To derive (l), the time-varying 
motion model was assumed to be applied to the entire image plane. In 
PSBP we applied the time-varying motion model to individual pixels 
in the image plane. We assumed that the correction of one pixel would 
not generate artifacts in neighboring pixels that would affect the pixel 
being corrected. Instead of defining a specific motion model, we 
defined a general, spatially- and temporally-varying model of the form 

), where G and H were called warping 
functions and  was a function of time. 

By substituting the inverses of G and H into (l), 

f(x,y)  
 
 

3. METHODS AND MATERIALS 
Here is a small block diagram which will explain about the motion 

artifacts correction. 

 
 
This block diagram is a further extension of the TVMBP algorithm 

of Crawford.The reading and writing images are located at the 
beginning and end of the data processing pipeline. These classes are 
known as data sources (readers) and data sinks (writers). Generally 
speaking they are referred to as filters, although readers have no 
pipeline input and writers have no pipeline output. 

 
CTX Algorithm reduces motion artifacts by performing the back-

projection in a frame of reference that moves with the object. The 
motion during scanning is modeled as a shift and as a magnification 
about some origin point (X0, Y0). CTX uses projection data during 
back-projection that corresponds to the location at which each point 
resided at the time each projection was measured. 

In CTX, let f(x, y) be the cross section that is to be 

reconstructed. A magnified and shifted version of f ( x , y), f'(x, y) is 

given by 

                    

x y, x y are magnification 

factors. Both the  s the are assumed to be functions of 

projection angle , which is in turn a function of time. The direction of 

the z axis is assumed to be the superior-inferior direction, and the z 

axis is perpendicular to the xy-image plane. 

A parallel projection of is given by the 

radon transform  

 

  

 Image warping is the process of digitally manipulate image such that 
any shapes portrayed in the image have been significantly distorted. 
Warping may be used for correcting image distortion as well as for 
creative purposes While an image can be transformed in various ways, 
pure warping means that points are mapped to points without changing 
the colors. This can be based mathematically on any function from 
(part of) the plane to the plane. If the function is injective the original 
can be reconstructed. If the function is a bijection any image can be 
inversely transformed. PSBP Algorithm, each pixel is reconstructed 
in a frame of reference local to that pixel. To develop such an 
algorithm, we made the assumption that local Correction was valid in 
CT reconstruction. Although the CTX algorithm is mathematically 
correct, it is based on a model that does not describe motion in the 
chest. Furthermore, an exact back-projection algorithm could not be 
derived that accounted for this motion. Therefore, we made the 
assumption that the CTX model was valid only in a small region 

 
each of these regions need not be identical. We then developed an 
algorithm in which each pixel was reconstructed in a frame of 
reference local to that pixel. To develop such an algorithm, we made 
the assumption that local Correction was valid in CT reconstruction. 
 
To perform local correction, the motion in a body is first described by 
a temporally and spatially varying function (called a warping 
function). These warping functions are, in 
General, a function of space and projection angle. 
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where (x', y') are the warped Cartesian coordinates, (x, y) are the 
H are the 

warping functions. 
 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Experiments for motion artifact reduction, a major problem  
of wearable images, was accomplished with real-time algorithm The 
paper summarizes the overview of  Artifacts and their removal in 
medical image. Various techniques has been discussed for artifact 
removal..Artifacts are removed by using the Back-projection method 
of each pixels of one slice of image from a list of frame, and 
depending upon the intensity of each pixel in an image. 
Reconstruction of an image is done. Rescale Intensity Image filter is 
also used for pixel shifting. 
 

Fig-1 shows a CT image of the chest with motion artifacts and Fig-
2 shows an image after reconstruction using PSBP algorithm. 
  

 
Fig 1- Image before reconstruction with artifacts 
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Abstract: This paper specifies a cryptographic algorithm in order to protect sensitive data. To maintain the data confidentially 
and to protect it, we need to convert the data into different form that differs completely from input and then transmit it. That data 
has to be again decrypted at the receiver. The algorithm defines the steps needed to encrypt the data and also to decrypt it. The 
pipelined DES has three modules: DES, pipeline, Control module. This design is programmed in Verilog. By pipelining we can 
achieve high throughput and by implementing triple DES, the security can be increased. 
 
Key words: DES, Key scheduling, F-function, pipelined DES, triple DES. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

example most of the information in the form of photos, music 
and private information can be transmitted through copper, 
optical or wireless network to a recipient anywhere in the world. 
One of the advantages of Internet is the open system 
architecture. Its flexibility makes Internet developed fast. On the 
other hand, the lack of privacy in the Internet becomes obstacle 
to growing further. However, this weakness can be eliminated 
with the introduction of cryptography. Cryptography is used to 
transform intelligible information to unintelligible data. The 
Data Encryption Standard (DES), known as the Data Encryption 
Algorithm (DEA) by ANSI and the DEA-1 by the ISO, has been 
a worldwide standard for over 20 years. DES is a block cipher, 
which takes 64-bit input and 64-bit key. A 64-bit output is 
produced. The effective key length is 56 bits because 8 bits are 
used as parity-checking bits. There are a total of 2^56 possible 
keys available in 56-bit key length. DES is a symmetric 
algorithm. The same key is used for both encryption and 
decryption. DES has 16 rounds, meaning the main algorithm is 
repeated 16 times to produce the cipher text. 
 

2.  ALGORITHM 
In each basic building block of DES, the input will be split into 
two, left half and right half. The right half will become left half 
for the next round. Meanwhile, the right half will go through the 
function f to produce a key-dependent output and then XOR 
with left half. The result will become right half for the next 
round. The basic building block of DES is repeated for 16 times 
[1]. The only difference between each round of building block is  

the key used as shown in figure 1. Every eight bit of the 64-bits 
key is used for parity checking and otherwise ignored. After an 
initial permutation, the 64-bits input is split into a right and left 
half each 32 bits in length. DES has 16 iterations or rounds. In 
each round a function f is performed in which the data is 
combined with a 48-bits permutation of the key. After the 16th 
iteration, the right and left halves are concatenated and a final 
permutation, which is the inverse of the initial permutation, 
completes the algorithm [3]. 
 

       
               Figure 1. DES algorithm 
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3. F-FUNCTION 

The function f of the DES algorithm is made up of four 
operations. Firstly, the 32-bits right half of the plaintext is 
expanded to 48-bits and then X-ORed with a 48-bits sub-key 
K1. The result is fed into eight substitution boxes (s-boxes), 
which transform the 48-bits input to a 32-bits output [4].Finally, 
a straight permutation (P-permutation) is performed, the output 
of which is XORed with the initial left half L, to obtain the new 
right half R1. The original right half R0 becomes the new left 
half L1 as shown in Fig 3. 
 

 
Figure 2. f-function 
 
 

4. KEY SCHEDULING 
Although the input key for DES is 64 bits long, the actual key 
used by DES is only 56 bits in length. The least significant 
(right-most) bit in each byte is a parity bit, and should be set so 
that there are always an odd number of 1s in every byte. These 
parity bits are ignored, so only the seven most significant bits of 
each byte are used, resulting in a key length of 56 bits. The 
initial step in the in this procedure is to remove the parity check 
bits in the 64-bit key. Every eighth bit is used for parity 
checking, leaving 56-bits. A different 48-bits sub key is now 
generated for each of the 16 rounds of DES [7][8]. The sub-keys 
are determined by first splitting the 56-bits into two 28- bits 
lengths of data. Then both halves are shifted left by either one or 
two bits depending on the round number.The procedure for 
generating the sub keys - known as key scheduling is fairly 
simple: 
1. Set the round number R to 1. 
2. Split the current 56-bit key, K, up into two 28-bit blocks, L 
(the left-hand half) and R (the right-hand half). 
3. Rotate L left by the number of bits specified in the table 
below, and rotate R left by the same number of bits. 
4. Join L and R together to get the new K. 
5. Apply Permuted Choice 2 (PC-2) to K to get the final K[R], 
where R is the round number we are on. 
6. Increment R by 1 and repeat the procedure until we have all 
16 sub-keys K [1] - K [16]. 
 

 
Figure 3. Key Scheduling 

 
 

5. PIPELINED DES 
The figure4 shows the pipelined DES architecture. There are 
four registers, each 16-bit, to store 64-bit input. Pipelined DES 
will load 4 different inputs from ISA bus for the first four 
rounds. This will fill the pipeline with 4 different inputs. After 
the first four rounds, the result from the fourth segment will be 
fed back to the first segment and so on. 4 different inputs will be 
encrypted in the architecture. At the 16th round.the first data is 
encrypted, and 17th the second data is obtained and so on [6].                       

 
Figure 4. Architecture of Pipelined DES 

 
 Control unit is in charge of coordinating operations of 
components and data flow. The flow chart is shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Flow Chart of Pipelined DES. 
 

 
6. TRIPLE DES 
The following figure 6 shows the triple DES where three 
keys are used to encrypt the data. The same DES is 
repeated thrice by using three different keys K1, K2, K3. 
The plain text is encrypted using key K1 and it is again 
decrypted using key K2 and again encrypted using K3. 

 

 
  

Figure 6. Block Diagram of Triple DES 
 

7. APPLICATIONS 
Cryptographic services are required across variety of platforms 
in a wide range of applications such as secure access to private 
networks, electronic commerce and health care. The security of 
conventional encryptions depends on several factors. DES can 
be used in intensive cryptographic computer application. 
Applications such as electronic commerce, internet banking sand 

electronic fund transfer, secure and private communication 
require better performance cryptographic system. 
 

8. RESULTS  
Implementation of DES algorithm was accomplished using 
Xilinx 8.1 as simulation tool. The design was coded in Verilog. 
The design achieves a frequency of 111.882 MHz It takes 16 
clock cycles latency first time only then encrypts one data block 
(64-bits) per clock cycle. Initially let the key be 
K = 00010011 00110100 01010111 01111001 10011011 
10111100 11011111 11110001. From this key, the sub-keys are 
generated. The sub-keys generated are shown in fig 7: 
 

 
Figure 7. Output of Key-Generation 

 
After the generation of sub-keys, the initial text (here 
M=1221210128FEDCBA) is divided into two halves and then 
the right half is applied to the s-box. The outputs are xored with 
function and then the right and left halves are swapped and 
finally applied to the inverse permutation. The final output i.e. 
the cipher text is shown in fig 8. 
 
 

 
Figure 8. ENCRYPTED DATA 

 
 
So the initial data is encrypted. Now the data encrypted is again 
decrypted at the receiver side to obtain the original data being 
transmitted. So in order to obtain the original data, we should 
again repeat the same algorithm with the key16 for the round1, 
key15 for the round2 and so on. The cipher text for the different 
inputs is shown in the figure9. 
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Plain Text Cipher Text 
 

28FEDCBA 
 

D6438109 
 

89ABCDEF 
 

0F0AB405. 
 

9A7D4B7C 
 

6904AB21 
 Figure 9 Various Plain and cipher text obtained by DES 
 
The pipelined data with 4 segments is implemented. The output 
of sbox1 is shown in the figure10. 
 

     
Figure 10. Pipelined output of Sbox1 

 
First input is first fed into segment 1. After being processed by 
basic building block of segment 1, the output is fed into register 
of segment 2. At the same time, the second input is fed into 
segment I. There are two inputs now, first input in segment 2, 
second input in segment 1, in pipeline now. The final pipelined 
output is shown in Fig 11. 
 

 
Figure 11. Output of Pipelined Des 

 
During the triple DES, the text is encrypted using K1 and then 
decrypted using K2 and again encrypted using K3 as shown in 
figure 12. 

 
Figure 12. Output of Triple DES 

 
For triple DES, at step 1, the input to DEA1 is  
P1= 5468652071756663, and the output of DEA1 is 

output of DEA1, and the output of DEA2 is 

output of DEA2, and the output of DEA3 is 

text C1. The tabular representation of the outputs at various 
stages of encryption is shown in the figure 13. 
 

 
Figure 13. Tabular output of Triple DES 

 
The comparison of the straight forward architecture and triple 
DES is shown in the figure 14. The time taken for encryption is 
less in pipelined DES. 
 

Figure 14. Comparison of DES and triple DES 
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Figure 15. Maximum Freq comparison 

 

The above graph in figure 15 portrays the comparison between 
the maximum operating frequency and throughput of the 
existing work and the results obtained. As known pipelining 
increases the operating frequency as well as the area but the 
triple DES increases the security of the system. 
 

9. CONCLUSION 
 Developed a Straight forward DES architecture using the 64-bit 
key. The sub- key is generated and then the data which is to be 
sent is encrypted and converted into cipher text. Later, the data 
is encrypted using a 4 segment pipelined DES and the encrypted 
time for both is observed & the triple DES is implemented using 
three independent keys. 

The pipelined DES consumes less hardware resource 
than fully pipelined DES does, and provides more throughput 
than practical DES. The Triple DES consumes more hardware 
and also the frequency of operation is low compared to straight 
DES. But the basic advantage of using triple DES is that it is 
more secured than that of DES and pipelined DES. 
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Abstract: The goal of this research was to compare and contrast each protocols role in knowledge management. These protocols 
includes: Cultural, Informational and Knowledge management. Cultural information lays out the norms and beliefs of the corporate 
environment, informational knowledge management looks at ho ves problems on a daily 
bases while technology is a tool that presents information to the users. Cultural, informational and technology based knowledge 
management are so close but so far away in how they use information.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Knowledge management is an organizational management 
concept of resource allocation that includes employees. 
Corporations that focus on knowledge management spend a 
great deal of time and resources identifying the knowledge 
they are trying to harness, nurture and preserve for future use. 
The correlation or comparison of the knowledge management 
is based on the unique categories of Tacit and Explicit data. 

2. PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
This research will analyze knowledge management from 
perspectives of cultural based knowledge management, 
technological based knowledge management and information-
based knowledge management. The study will look at how the 
knowledge-based protocols are compared and contrasted with 
each other, and the role of computer technology in capturing, 
analyzing and using the knowledge protocols. 

3. DISCUSSION 
3.1 Business Outlook 
Business organizations understand the need to invest in 
resources that improve the intellectual knowledge of 
employees. Corporations understand that by developing and 
investing in the knowledge based resources, they will go a 
long way towards ensuring the growth and future success of 
the organization.  The competitive business environment will 
result in strategic planning tools for profit enhancement and 
product or service differentiation to meet the needs of the 
consumer [1]. 

3.2 Cultural, Informational and 
Technological 
When comparing culture, technical and informational 
knowledge management, it is important to decide what type of 
information that the researcher is looking for. Has the 
information already been created or must it be created, is it 
Tacit or Explicit? Wallach [2] stated that Tacit culture consist 

of three groups bureaucratic, innovative and supportive. The 
correlation or comparison of the knowledge management is 
based on the unique categories of Tacit and Explicit data that 
this research will compare. Knowledge flow information is 
broken down into two categories (a) Tacit and (b) Explicit. 
Tacit knowledge or information is that information or 
knowledge that is known only to the individual, like cultural 
tacit knowledge, informational tacit knowledge cannot be 
touched or heard. Each individual person has their own unique 
set of habits and norms that make them different from 
everyone else. How an individual solves a problem using their 

knowledge is not written down, nor can it verbalized [3]. As 
teams are formed each member will have their own unique 
tacit habits, but for the teams to be successful each team 
member will have to find a method of articulating their 
expertise, by turning their tacit information into explicit 
information. 

3.2.1 Tacit 
Bureaucratic Tacit work cultured environments are 
regimented; rules will be followed to the letter with little 
deviation from the assigned directions for completing the task, 
any deviations from these guidelines could result in 
repercussion for the employee. Tacit Innovative work culture 
is the exact opposite of bureaucratic culture; innovative 
culture encourages creative thinkers to express themselves by 
coming up with innovative ideas to improve processes and 
procedures, that could help improve the corporations standing 
in their respective industry.  Because innovators are 
encouraged to think outside the box, they sometimes take 
risks, to try out a new innovative idea or inventions, these 
types of risks would not be encouraged in a bureaucratic 
culture. Wallach [2] defined a Tacit supportive culture as one 
where ideas will be encouraged and shared amongst not only 
to direct team members but to other departments that might 
see benefit in the ideas being presented [2]. 
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3.2.2 Explicit 
Explicit information is that information, which can be shared, 
whereas tacit information is personal to the individual and 
cannot be touched; explicit information or knowledge is 
information that can be, heard, read and touched. Explicit 
knowledge is that knowledge that was once Tacit but has now 
been transferred to a shareable medium; this shareable 
medium, could be an instructional manual, a training CD etc. 
Explicit information gives each team member the opportunity 
to learn new methods or techniques to resolve an issue or 
simply familiarize themselves with a new process or 
technique [8].   

3.3 Cultural Knowledge Management 
The organizational cultural beliefs instilled in corporate 
employees ensure that everyone in the corporation has same 
understanding of the goals the organization is trying to 
achieve. These organizational beliefs determine the 
observable organizational norms and practices that consist of 
rules, expectation, rituals and routines, power structures, and 
control systems [4]. From a knowledge management 
perspective Tacit culture decides the norms or beliefs that will 
determine who will control knowledge as well as who will 
share the knowledge. Only when Leadership and employees 

ideologies, visions and beliefs will true informational and 
technological change begin to take place. If there is no 
understanding, distrust and acrimony could set in delaying the 
project [5]. Park [6] believed there was a direct correlation 
between the success and failure of informational and 
technology based knowledge management integrations and 
the tacit cultural attributes exhibited by employees of a 
corporation. Tacit cultural questions or concerns must be 
addressed before information and technological concerns 
could be addressed.  The proper corporate culture will enable 
and motivate employees to produce, share and use 
information that will be of benefit not only to the corporation 
but also the em  described culture 
as a set of rules or beliefs held by members of an organization 
or group. The cultural rule determines how the group adapts 
or reacts to it, not only to their environment but also in how 
they react to stakeholders within its environment. Schein [7] 
believes that tacit culture exists in correlations with three 
conceptual levels, basic assumption, values and artifacts. 
Basic assumption or beliefs are interpretive ideas which 
individuals give sense to activities and human relations that is 
the basis of cooperative action. Beliefs or basic assumptions 
develop through time as groups or corporations deal with the 
consequences of actions taken, resolve a problem or issue. 
Values can be described as the rules that define norms so that 
communication among team members or others in 
organization can occur. Depending upon the organization or 
group, values will define what it deems socially acceptable or 
socially unacceptable behavior, when dealing with a co-
worker or dealing with a customer. Although Tacit by 
category, Artifacts can be explicitly seen, heard and smelled; 
they are not localized to one individual but it is available to 
the masses or to those authorized to see or hear the 
information. Artifacts can be cultural dances, or cultural 
languages, or it could be a video recorder with specific 
instructions how to reproduce Einstein theory of relativity [7]. 
From a Tacit cultural perspective, Artifacts are the first step in 
gaining a true understanding of the importance of information 
and the impact it has on Knowledge management. As 
mentioned previously, before leadership can begin integrating 
a knowledge management system into the corporate 
environment they must get a true understanding of the culture. 

After the cultural hurdles have been overcome, leadership 
must then begin the process of determining how to go about 
increasing the knowledge flow by turning the tacit data into 
Explicit data, so that everyone can have access to the 
necessary information.   

3.4 Information Knowledge Management 
Explicit information is that information, which can be shared, 
whereas Tacit information is personal to the individual and 
cannot be touched; Explicit information or knowledge is 
information that can be, heard, read and touched. Explicit 
knowledge is that knowledge that was once Tacit but has now 
been transferred to a shareable medium; this shareable 
medium, could be an instructional manual, a training CD etc. 
Explicit information gives each team member the opportunity 
to learn new methods or techniques to resolve an issue or 
simply familiarize themselves with a new process or 
technique [8].  The learning flow categories look at how team 
members adapt to each other and how they adapt to their 
surroundings. Just as Tacit information is unique to each 
individual, how each person adapts to new surrounding and 
each other will be unique as well. Conventional needs to be 
questioned, if it is determined that the Explicit information for 
a process or procedures is no longer relevant. It is imperative 
that the team members do everything necessary to get more 
updated Explicit information, If is determined that the updated 
information is still in a Tacit state, then leadership and the 
team must, devise a new plan of action. If individuals on the 
team insist on using the out dated information, the project or 
task will assuredly move in direction that will result in 
eventual failure. Lastly, Behavioral changes focuses on how 

or Explicit information in the form of feedback or direction, 
by superiors or other teammates. Do the teammates get 
defensive or are they receptive when the information is 
negative, or do they take it as information that is used to 
improve. Behavioral scientist theorizes that learning is a 
change in an individual or corporations behavior; brought on 
by past or present experiences and how those experiences 
affected the decision making process of the organization or 
individual [9].  Individuals have to ask themselves did the 
internal or external feedback from those experience assist 
them in making better decision going forward or did it have 
such a negative impact that the individual refuse to address 
the feedback given and keep using old information that caused 
the experience to occur as a barometer in their decision 
making process? 

3.5 Technology Knowledge Management 
Place Nonaka [10] stated that for Tacit information to be 
turned into explicit technological information, individuals or 
groups would need to show a common interest in resolving a 
unique problem. After the common interest groups are 
formed, the team members will have meetings to discuss their 
common interest in resolving the issue, and to get updates on 
the status up to this point on how close they believe they are 
in coming to a resolution. The common interest groups are not 
necessarily localized to a common college or town; the 
members could be in different states, or different countries. 
Four team members could be in Australia, while two could be 
in Japan and six could be in Nigeria, but they all came 
together to resolve a common issue. Because the geographical 
hindrance in face to face meetings would not be a feasible 
means of collaboration. The team members will need  an 
agreed upon technological tool  to conduct their meeting, such 
as email, chat rooms, video conferences such as Skype or 
We omputer 
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screen [11]. The goal of Technology based explicit knowledge 
or information is to make tacit information accessible. 
Explicit knowledge or information is presented to users 
through artifacts, such as a computer, CD, network storage 
appliance or chat room. The Explicit data could be used by 
teammates working on a project, or a customer looking to get 
information on a new product, that is due to be released. 
Explicit information is meeting through manuals, electronic 
bulletin boards, and text through phones etc. or in some cases 
using Customer Resource management technology 
applications. 

4. SHARING OF INFORMATION 
Without the sharing of information, projects or job functions 
will suffer. Information must be shared between teammates or 
coworkers relevant to their designated role in the organization 
or to the project; the team members are currently assigned to. 
Lytras & Pouloudi, [9] proposed three information dynamic 
flows to improve information flow between groups or 
individuals: Knowledge flow, Learning Flow and Behavioral 
change.  Knowledge flow is based upon the team building 
concept e.g. everyone coming together for a common cause or 
goal. For projects or other tasks to be successful, it is 
imperative that everyone on the team has the correct 
information. If it is found that team members are not sharing 
information or giving required feedback, or it is determined 
that the data is out of date, then knowledge or information 
flow will become stagnant and project will suffer. Knowledge 
flow information is broken down into two categories (a) Tacit 
and (b) Explicit. Tacit knowledge or information is that 
information or knowledge that is known only to the 
individual, like cultural tacit knowledge, informational tacit 
knowledge cannot be or heard. Each individual person has 
their own unique set of habits and norms that makes them 
different from everyone else. How an individual solves a 
problem using their intuition or habits which is that 

tacit knowledge, tacit knowledge is not written 
down, nor can it be verbalized [3]. As team are formed each 
member will have their own unique tacit habits, but for the 
teams to be successful each team member will have to find a 
method of articulating their expertise, by turning their Tacit 
information into Explicit information. Tacit Information is 

customer or coworker. Once that information is documented, 
it is then shared with others on the team, once it is shared with 
the team it can be used as a tool or a resource. 

5. CONCLUSION 
Cultural, informational and technology based knowledge 
management are so close but so far away in how they use 
information. The first thing that stood out to this researcher is 
how each relied upon different aspects of information to be 
successful. The knowledge protocols compared to each other 
because they each need information to be successful. From the 
leadership perspective, the primary difference between 
information, technology and culture knowledge, is that 
information and technology management both have physical 
attribute that are easily accessible to a user; versus cultural 
knowledge that would be abstract to the naked eye [12]. 
Technology by definition is an artifact that presents 
information to a user [7]. Information by nature starts out in a 
tacit state; it does not become usable until it is presented in an 
explicit state by a technology artifact. The Tacit information 

until someone documents the processes and procedures and 
puts them on a shared media, it is unusable [11]. Unlike 
Technology or informational-based knowledge management, 

an artifact does not represent cultural knowledge. Cultural 
knowledge management is based upon beliefs, values 
exhibited groups, or organizations, a culture that is conducive 
to change will ensure that knowledge management integration 
will be a success. However, cultural knowledge management 
has no impact on the actual information or technology 
integrated into an organization. Cultural Tacit information 
could be based on many variables, such as the country the 
integration will take place, the religious beliefs of people 

office. However, those variables have no impact on tacit 
informational knowledge management or Technology 
knowledge management being deployed within an 
organization. Just as Tacit, information from a cultural 
perspective is based upon beliefs or norms and is purely 
abstract. Information and Technology knowledge 
management are based upon known truths, experience or 
ideas [4].  
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Abstract: Software architectural design, also known as top-level design, describes the software top-level structure and organization 
and identifies the various components. The concept of an automated air traffic flight control system which controls airplanes requires a 
high degree of operational integrity and availability. One possible solution to alleviate air travel congestion could be the automation of 
air traffic control and allowing it to have direct control over airplane flight paths. Such a system would, in theory, reduce the workload 
of the flight crew and the air traffic controllers, as well as increase traffic flow. This paper presents several analyses of such a 

-
basis for the discussion of various system models and views. Spiral development model stages as well as related events which occur 
during system design give an idea of how the system would be developed incrementally.  Formal methods can be used to improve 
software security but can be costly and also have limitations of scale, training, and applicability. To compensate for the limitations of 
scale, formal methods can be applied to selected parts or properties of a software project, in contrast to applying them to the entire 
system.  The concept of object-oriented development (OOD) has gradually matured from being presented. The OOD can still be 
regarded as one of the mainstream development models.  UML includes a standardized graphical notation used to create an abstract 
model of a system, referred to as a UML model. We describe AATFCS system with UML modeling techniques. AADL is an 
extensible and allows us to introduce new properties; we can define a set of properties specific to the data state variable. In this paper 
we present the AADL language for AATFCS system. 
Keywords: Software Architecture, Autonomous Air traffic Flight control system, Spiral development, UML modeling analysis, 
Architecture analysis design language. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The architectural design allocates requirements to components 
identified in the design phase. Architecture describes 
components at an abstract level, leaving their implementation 
details unspecified. Some components may be modeled, 
prototyped, or elaborated at lower levels of abstraction. Top-
level design activities include the design of interfaces among 
components in the architecture and can also include database 
design.  

Formal methods are the incorporation of mathematically 
based techniques for the specification, development, and 
verification of software. The OOD can still be regarded as one 
of the mainstream development models. Obviously we have 
approaches to describe software architecture according to such 
concept. As we know, in software engineering, the famous 
Unified Modeling Language (UML) (Booch, 2005) is a non-
proprietary specification language based on the concept of 
OOD for object modeling. The UML is an effort to create a 
standard, generic, graphical modeling language for software 
systems, as a general-purpose modeling language, UML 
includes a standardized graphical notation used to create an 
abstract model of a system, referred to as a UML model. A 

software designer can describe the system architecture 
employing UML and kinds of models. 

       Air traffic congestion is rapidly becoming one of the 
major commercial transportation challenges at the start of the 
21st century as more people take to the skies for their travel 

competitiveness depends upon an air transportation system 
that can significantly expand capacity and flexibility, in the 
presence of weather and other uncertainties, while 

 

We describe Autonomous Air traffic flight control System in 
section 2. In section 3 we provide AATFCS System 
Architecture Modeling and Analysis. We present the design of 
architecture for an autonomous air traffic control system using 
Uml modeling techniques in section 4.In section 5 we provide 
AADL for an AATFCS system. We presented conclusions in 
section 6. 
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2. Autonomous Air Traffic Flight Control 
System Description 
Although the system description of the AATFCS System 
description provide the information is included here in order 
to give clarity and context for the analyses of this system. 

2.1 AATFCS System Overview 
The Automated Air Traffic flight Control System consists of 
two primary system element types: ground stations and 
airplanes. The two types are connected via an air-to-ground 
wireless network and are in constant communication with the 
other nodes in the network. Each system element type also 
communicates with other network members of its own type: 
ground stations within the vicinity of an airport are linked to 
each other and airplanes communicate with other airplanes 
within range. Ground stations have additional interfaces with 
secondary system elements such as external data sources. 
Airplanes possess their own internal networks which connect 
on-board subsystems to flight control computers. Each 
element and its architecture and interfaces are described in 
further detail in this section. A top-level diagram of the 
system is shown in Figure 1. 

The pilot is assumed to take control at this point for Free 
Flight during cruise for the reasons previously mentioned in 
the Background section. However, the pilot could decide to 
allow the automatic model to continue computing the flight 
vector and fly the plane based on the last valid commands 
received and its current position, with updates provided by 

s to and 
authenticates with en route. The airplane does not attempt to 
connect with another airplane in an ad-hoc air-to-air network 
until it reaches its destination. As the airplane enters the 
airspace of the destination airport, it once again connects to 
and authenticates with the local air-to-ground and air-to-air 
networks. 

The system performs the same actions as during take-off, 
though in reverse. The pilot, if in command, relinquishes 
control of the airplane after the data from the local networks 
has been validated. The airplane then automatically slots itself 
for approach and landing, in accordance with the ground 

runway and transitions back to pilot control before reaching 
the gate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1  Automated Air Traffic Flight Control System 

 

3. AATFCS System Architecture Modeling 
Analysis 
Architectural modeling is an important enabler for the 
understanding and comprehension of a complex system 
because it can provide unambiguous representations or views 
of the  and behavior. One definition of a 

of an entity for 
purposes of presenting, studying and analyzing its 
characteristics such as appearance, behavior or performance 
for a prescribed set of operating environment conditions and 

of view which are essentially projections of the system onto 
one or more operational domains. It should be noted, 
however, that although models may adequately represent the 
system for the purpose of further design and implementation, 
they are still a finite set of projections which limit their ability 
to exhaustively describe the system and its behavior because 
of the heuristic which states 

 

Irrespective of their limitations, it is important to develop 
system models early in the development phase of a program in 
order for stakeholders  people with an interest in the 
development or outcome of the design  to develop a common 
understanding of what the system will look like and how it 
will operate. Without this, errors from misinterpreting or 
misunderstanding 
design and create nontrivial problems (often very big 
problems) in terms of schedule and cost when the errors are 
discovered and need to be fixed. In fact, poor communications 
has been cited as the number. 

c and 
a good set of system models can be worth their development 
cost by preventing errors which, if undiscovered, can 
propagate to later design, implementation and verification 
phases. 

3.1 Spiral Development Model Stages 
pment process 

combining elements of both design and prototyping-in-stages, 
in an effort to combine advantages of top-down and bottom-
up 
assessment of the design at various stages along the 
developme
prototyping at each 
loop of the spiral represents a single iteration and each 
quadrant represents one of four stages of design: determining 
objectives, alternatives and Constraints; identifying and 
resolving risks; development testing and planning the next. As 
the spiral progresses outward from the origin, each successive 
loop builds on the previous iteration and provides incremental 
functionality and risk reduction prior to the next loop. The 

spiral where a review is required before proceeding into the 

show the accumulating cost per 
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loop.

 
Fig. 2  AATFCS Spiral Development Model 

 

Figure 2 shows the spiral development model for the 
AATFCS. The spiral does not start at the origin but instead 
starts already established in quadrant 1. This is to indicate that 
the first task to be done in the development of the system is an 
initial review and determination of objectives, alternatives and 
constraints at the very top level. The dashed radial line in 
quadrant2 is the dividing line between risk (left) and 
prototype development (right) for a given loop. This shows 

evaluation must be passed inured to allow development to 
continue for that iteration or phase. If the evaluation does not 
meet its pre-determined criteria, development can be halted or 
terminated. 

 

4. Design of architecture for an 
autonomous air traffic flight control system 
System architecture is a set of design decisions. These 
decisions are technical and commercial in nature. To meet the 
functional and nonfunctional requirements of the above said 
ATFC system it is necessary to model the complete AATFC 
system by the use of UML. Different types of diagrams are 
Request departure clearanceDepartGrant departure clearance 
designed and described below in brief: UML is perhaps the 
most well-known commercial industry modeling language 
today. The unified Modeling Language is a method by which 

system rigorously and 

be tested and verified to meet requirements before generating 
 the reasons 

mentioned previously. System modeling takes place in task 3 
of the spiral development model, which is early enough to 
provide assurance that the mission requirements, the overall 
system architecture, and the subsequent hierarchical 
decomposition are communicated among and understood by 
the program stakeholders. 

The UML system architecture diagrams presented in this 
section are described from the use case perspective of an 

anding. However, in order to model 
the system correctly, a brief discussion to provide 
understanding of the mission-level operations for this use case 
shall first be presented. 

4.1 Airplane Approach and Landing Description 

Some of the high-level descriptio -free 
approach and landing has been previously mentioned in the 

details which describe the order of events can also be used to 
help establish the context for modeling the system properly 
using UML. It should be noted that understanding the 

 fault response, which can be based on a system-level 
FMECA, is also required to generate a more complete model 
of the system.  

Use Case Diagram 

or organizing system 
requirements in order to understand interactions between: 

  
  

The AATFCS use case diagram in Figure 3 -
 AATFCS. 

External data 
src

...                                 AATFCS

update env.data

authenticate user

calculate flight cmds

Transmit flight cmds

connect to air-to-grond 
network

transmit received cmds

connect to air-to-air network

receive redundant cmd set 
from airplain

store non repudiation data

provide info assurance

fly airplane
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Ground station computer 
system

Ground station 
operator

Pilotmonitor system status

provide flight

receive flight cmds

disconnect AATFCS mode

Airplane mode 
ctrl

arm AATFCS mode

Airplane flight 
ctrl system

 

Fig.3  AATFCS Fault-Free Airplane Arrival Use Case Diagram 

The actors and activities in the use case diagram back to the 
steps in the airplane landing sequence. Note that the Ground 
Station Operator actor, External Data Source external system 
and the Update Environmental Data and Provide Information 
Assurance. 

Class Diagram 

classes are abstract representations of software objects, which 
are, in turn, instantiations of the class. The class diagram in 
Figure 4 shows representations of the two primary object 
templates in the AATFCS, the AATFCS subsystem and the 
network. The highest, most abstracted level of the class 
hierarchy for net-centric systems would generally depict only 
a generic object type in the system and possible connection 
methods (i.e., the network(s)). Each class in the diagram has 
three fields; from top to bottom, they are the name of the 
class, the attributes associated with the class, and the methods 
associated with the class. Additionally, the connections in the 
hierarchy depict aggregation, inheritance and multiplicity. A 
closed (filled) diamond indicates that the parent class is 
comprised of N child level items, with N being a specific or 
unspecific number or range of numbers such as 1, 1..3 (1 to 
3), N, or 1..* (1 or more). The example shows that the 
AATFCS is comprised of 1 to 5 network types (air-to-air, air-
to-ground, ground station network, AATFCS data bus 
network, or actuation data bus network). 

There are three types of lower-level classes called ground 
control system, SWIM system and airplane connected to the 
subsystem class. These inherit the attributes and methods 
listed in the respective fields in their parent class; the 
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inheritance is shown by the open (unfilled) triangular arrows 
pointing up from the child classes to the parent class. Each of 
the three inherited classes has continuing levels of 
decomposition which are left out of the diagram for clarity 
except for a few key examples. Similarly, the network class 
has the five child classes which inherit characteristics from it, 
as previously described. The empty fields of the child classes 
indicate that they are not instantiatable  they are the 
equivalent of abstract classes in object-oriented programming. 

The SWIM system class is the only class which is 
decomposed in greater detail in this example; the other classes 
at this level all decompose to one or more levels further down 
in the overall hierarchy. The SWIM system class is shown to 
be comprised of SWIM flight data and system status. The 
flight data class contains attributes of weather data, airplane 
flight plan data and pilot authentication data, which are all 

ta (the 
minus sign preceding the name). Private attributes are not 
exposed to other classes. The fourth attribute, SWIM data, 
represents the outgoing message to the ground station and is 
considered public data (the plus sign preceding the name) 
because it would be exposed to other objects as part of the 
transmission process allocated to the public 

the internal status methods and the data attributes are private 
and the message attributes, along with the display message 
method, are public. 

 
Fig. 4  AATFCS Top-Level Class Diagram 

By continuing this process for all objects, we can derive a 
hierarchical representation of each object in the system which 
describes not only the data but also the actions performed on 
that data. 

Sequence diagram 

system in a visual manner, especially dynamic modeling of 
system behavior [14].The sequence diagram does this by 
showing interactions between objects at various points in 
time, in sequential order. Time is represented increasing from 
top to bottom and each entity (e.g., object, actor, etc.) will 
have a dashed vertical line beneath it which indicates its 
lifetime within the sequence. Objects in particular are shown 
as instantiations of their class; they are specified as OBJECT: 

upon instantiation and return to the dashed lifeline when the 
object has been removed from the sequence (i.e., destroyed or 
de-
operation the object carries out. Each activity line contains the 
name of the message associated with the source object, along 
with data that is passed to the destination object, 

 

Fig. 6  AATFCS Airplane Arrival Sequence Diagram 
Example 

5. Architecture Analysis and Design 
Language for an Autonomous Air traffic 
Flight control system 
A common way of modeling such meta-information in AADL 
is to associate AADL properties with the item in question and 
record information about the item. For example, the 
measurement unit and confidence of data may be recorded in 
properties. Since AADL is extensible and allows us to 
introduce new properties, we can define a set of properties 
specific to the data state variable. In some cases, this Meta 
information is communicated explicitly with the data and is 
checked by the application at runtime. In this case, the Meta 
information is declared to be part of the data representation, 
either just reflected in the increased size of the data type, or 
explicitly as a data subcomponent in a data component 
implementation declaration. State variables are communicated 
between Ground and Flight systems via telemetry. The data 
transport mechanism uses State Variables and State Variable 
Proxies. A State Variable represents the location in the 
deployment where the state is being locally estimated, and a 
Proxy State Variable represents a remote location that intends 
to utilize state variable content remotely. This deployment is 
shown in Figure 5. 
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  Fig 5 Deployment of State Variables 

The deployment of these data is such that Estimators in a 
deployment update their corresponding State Variables (SV). 
The data transport mechanism occasionally collects the value 
histories stored in these SVs and transports these histories to 
appropriate Proxy SVs in other deployments. The same data 
transport t mechanism is used to transport measurement 
histories and command histories between deployments (from 
Basis Hardware Adapters to Proxy Hardware Adapters). 
Systems engineers specify what information needs to be 
transported between deployments, and the regularity of proxy 
updates. 

The telemetry transport mechanism is used, then, to update 
the proxies with actual values with a specified periodicity or 
on demand. At a high level of abstraction of the AADL 
model, the state variable proxy notion can be encapsulated in 
the protocol used by the telemetry (Space Link) bus 
component. It is the responsibility of the protocol to distribute 
the state to the out data ports of components to other 
components. For data port connections across the Space Link 
bus, a different protocol is used to provide the desired caching 
strategy of the state variable proxy. The application model is 
agnostic to this proxy/caching scheme. 

             If it is desirable to explicitly model the proxy scheme, 
we can do so in two ways. We can model an implementation 
of the proxy/caching protocol of the telemetry bus component 
as a separate AADL model that is associated with the Space 
Link bus by property. This property is interpreted by the 
instance model generator to refine the bus abstraction by its 
implementation. Alternatively, we can model the proxies 
explicitly as application components (i.e., as threads that 
receive the original data port content by executing at a 
specified rate and make it available locally). In this case, users 
need to modify the model by inserting or removing the 
proxies as components that are migrated between flight 
system and ground [16]. 

Package Control Software 
Public 
-- This type is refined for a AATFCS instance by 
refining the 
-- Classifiers of the features to be instance specific 
Thread group controller 
Features 
State Estimates In: port group AATFCS Data::State 
Estimates In; 
Estimate History In: port group Value Histories: 
Estimate History Inv; 
Control Goals In: port group AATFCS Data::X goals 
in; 

Commands Out: port group AATFCS 
Data::Commands Out; 
End controller; 
Thread group implementation controller. Basic 

End controller. Basic; 
Fig6 Example package of AATFCS system 

 5.1Operating System Thread Model 

Hardware adapter, estimator, controller, planner, goal 
executive, and goal monitor are represented by logical 
threads, each with an execution rate, a deadline, and a worst-
case execution time. Some of this functionality may be 
distributed between flight system and ground or may be 
distributed within the flight system or ground system. The 
latter distribution may occur due to a multiprocessor 
configuration or in anticipation of using multi-core chip 
architectures in a spacecraft. 

Distribution decisions regarding ground or flight system are 
localized to changes in processor binding property values in 
the AADL model, unless state variable proxies are modeled 
explicitly as part of the application system. The collection of 
logical threads bound to the ground processor the flight 
processor is then grouped into rate groups. Each member of a 
rate group is executed by an operating system thread at the 
period of the rate group. Note that such rate group 
optimization must take into account execution order 
requirements between threads of the same rate or of different 
rates that require data to be communicated mid-frame (i.e., 
within the same execution cycle). 

Property set Rate Groups is 
Rate Groups : type enumeration ( EstimatorRategroup, 
ControllerRateGroup, PlanExecutionRateGroup, 
PlanningRateGroup, HWARateGroup); 
AssignedRateGroup : inherit RateGroups::RateGroups 
applies to (thread, thread group, process, system); 
end RateGroups; 

Fig 7: Rate Group Modeling by Properties 
 
Rate group optimizations can be represented within the 
current version of AADL using the property mechanism. We 
can introduce a property type Rate Groups that is an 
enumeration of rate groups in a particular application and a 
property to specify the rate group that a thread is assigned o, 
as illustrated in Figure 7. The enumeration literals are an 
ordered set. AADL V2 introduces the concept of virtual 
processor to model hierarchical schedulers. The operating 
system threads, which execute the tasks of a rate group, act as 
schedulers that dispatch these tasks as a cyclic executive. 
Therefore, we represent each of them as a virtual processor to 
which the application AADL threads are bound. Each of these 
virtual processors is defined as a subcomponent of a given 
processor or is defined separately and bound to a processor. 

    5.2 Binding to Hardware 

AADL supports modeling the computer platform of the 
embedded system. In Figure 8, we illustrate how flight system 
and ground system computer platforms can be modeled. The 
flight system consists of a processor, memory, and a flight 
system bus. In addition, the flight processor has access to a 
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device bus that is also accessible by devices representing the 
sensors and actuators outside the MDS computer hardware 
system component. The ground system consists of a 
processor, memory, and a ground system bus. The two 
computer platforms are interconnected via a Space Link bus 
that represents the downlink between the spacecraft and the 
ground station. Without having to model the internal details of 
the hardware, we can use properties to specify characteristics 
relevant to the analysis of embedded systems. 

 
Figure 8 Flight and Ground Processing Systems 

The binding of embedded software applications to the 
computer platform is also accomplished through properties. 
The Allowed_Processor_Binding property places constraints 
on the binding to processors. The binding may be constrained 
to a processor type or to a set of processors. Binding 
constraints are taken into consideration when a resource 
allocation tool makes its allocation decisions; the 
Actual_Processor_Binding property records the actual binding 
decisions shows the use of Allowed_Processor_Binding for 
the AATFCS architecture. This property is declared with the 
top-level system. Implementation allowing the property 
declaration to refer to the processor as the reference value and 
to the application component to which the property applies. 

Package Complete AATFCS system::Camera 
Public 
System Complete AATFCS system 
Extends Complete AATFCS system::Complete 
AATFCS System 
End Complete AATFCS system; 
System implementation Complete AATFCS system. 
Camera 
Extends Complete AATFCS system::Complete 
AATFCS system. Basic 
Subcomponents 
AATFCS Control System: refined to process 
AATFCScontrolSystem::Camera:: AATFCS 
ControlSystem.camea; 
Controlledsystem: refined to system 
SystemUnderControl::Camera::system_under_control.c
amera; 
AATFCSPlatform: refined to system 
ExecutionHardware::Camera:: AATFCS 
Hardware.camera; 
flows 
TemperatureResponse: end to end flow 

AATFCS systemUnderControl.Tempflow -> 
SystemtoControllerConn - 
AATFCS ControlSystem.ControlFlow -> 
ControllertoSystemConn -> 
AATFCS systemUnderControl.HeaterCmdFlow 
{ Latency => 50 ms;}; 
properties 
Allowed_Processor_Binding => 
reference mdsplatform.ground_processor applies to 
AATFCS ControlSystem.OperatorConsole; 
Allowed_Processor_Binding => 
reference mdsplatform.ground_processor applies to 
AATFCS ControlSystem.GoalElaborator; 
Allowed_Processor_Binding => 
reference mdsplatform.flight_processor applies to 
AATFCS ControlSystem.GoalExecutive; 
Allowed_Processor_Binding => 
reference mdsplatform.flight_processor applies to 
AATFCS ControlSystem.StateEstimation; 
Allowed_Processor_Binding => 
reference mdsplatform.flight_processor applies to 
AATFCS ControlSystem.DeviceControl; 
Allowed_Processor_Binding => 
reference mdsplatform.flight_processor applies to 
AATFCS SystemUnderControl.Hardware Adapters; 
 

Fig 9: Modeling of Processor Bindings 

6. Conclusions 
 This paper has presented an overview of the 

automated air traffic Flight control system 
andhasperformedanalyses using different systems 
architectural modeling methods. A description of 
the system was provided along with the many 
architectural views which are indicative of the 
Complex nature of the system. 

 
 Several of the analyses presented in this paper are 

exemplary of the ability of models to reduce 
complexity and increase comprehension of the 
system architecture in an unambiguous manner. 
Models also serve to reduce miscommunication and 
can potentially reduce overruns in development 
cost, especially if the modeling activity is done 
sufficiently early in the program, as demonstrated 
by the spiral development model. 

 
 The architectural analyses highlighted primary areas 

of interest in defining the AATFCS. The UML 
analyses presented examples of the system 
architecture from an object-oriented perspective: the 
use case, the class hierarchy diagram, and the 
sequence diagram. 
 

 We presented AADL language for AATFCS 
system. 
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Abstract: The Web services model has emerged as a standard for representation, discovery, and invocation of services in a distributed 
environment. During service composition, Selection of appropriate services for composition is the chief task. A series of tasks are tied 
together to form a composite web service. Such composition is a challenging task because a number of Web services with the same or 
similar functions are increasing rapidly. QoS plays a vital role in the problem of selecting the most appropriate web service for 
composition. It is a measure for how well the composite web service serves the requester. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) 
algorithm and Gravitational Search Algorithm can be used to resolve this problem of optimal service selection. To compose individual 

-functional preferences. In order to 
meet the QoS requirements of consumers, this paper presents the QoS calculation of non-functional requirements such as cost, 
availability, reliability and execution time. To verify the effectiveness in latency of Web Services selection the above two algorithms 
are compared. Results indicate the Gravitational Search Algorithm improves the latency over the Particle Swarm Optimization 
algorithm. 
 
Keywords: PSO, GSA, Service Selection. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 The Web services model has emerged as a standard 
for representation, discovery, and invocation of services in a 
distributed environment. During service composition, 
Selection of appropriate services for composition is the chief 
task. Many sophisticated tools are required for a web 
consumer to search for the best service that satisfies his needs. 
Several web services may exist that provide the same 
functionality. In such a case, Quality of Service (QoS) is the 
decisive factor in distinguishing the functionally similar 
services. QoS-aware Web Service composition is defined as 
the selection of Web Services maximizing the QoS of the 
overall Web Service composition, taking into account 
preferences and constraints defined by the user. Web service 
composition is gaining a considerable momentum as an 
approach to the effective integration of distributed, 
heterogeneous, and autonomous application[12].The process 
is to search for the optimal set of services that can be 
composed to create a new service, result in the best QoS with 
user constraints [2, 18]. Web service has three basic 
underlying components which form its basic platform; 
WSDL, UDDI and SOAP [17, 12]. These components are 

request. WSDL (Web Service Description Language) is an 
XML based language. It is used to describe the web services 
with its functionalities and provides an end point to invoke the 
web service. A web service is described in the standard XML 
format of service description using WSDL. It has similar 
purpose of IDLs (Interface Definition Language) [11, 5]. 

UDDI have enabled service providers and requesters to find 
the web service through UDDI Business Registries [20, 4]. In 
order to select a suitable web services that are published and 
made available to the clients, every web service must initially 
publish in some UDDI registries [1, 5].SOAP defines how to 
communicate the information using XML in web service 
selection. SOAP specifies the message format and description 
of message should be transported using HTTP and SMTP [3, 
5]. Recently Service selection algorithms are mainly genetic 
algorithm, Ant colony algorithm, linear programming, and 
Particle Swarm algorithm and so on [16].  An efficient 
method is PSO-based service Selection which can be 

 functional and QoS 
constraints. Several algorithms exist to perform this chief task 
of Service selection based on QoS. Each service that exists for 
accomplishing a specific task can be considered as a particle. 
So several particles may exist, thus forming a population.PSO 
can then be applied to find the best solution among the 
candidates to form an optimal composition. An optimization 
algorithm called Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) can be 
applied to solve this problem of Service selection for 
composition. Gravitational Search Algorithm is used in an NP 
hard problem area in a large power system. This optimization 
deals to find the best location of SVC (Static Var 
Compensator). The optimization is made on two parameters: 
location and size [6]. The problem of web service selection 

In an algorithm 
based approach of web service selection, which evolutionary 

. 
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This paper presents a comparative approach to Service 
selection for Service Composition based on QoS with the 

one of the optimization algorithms based on law of gravity 
[19, 3]. 

 
2. WEB SERVICE COMPOSITION 
 Web Service composition aims at selecting and 
interconnecting Web Services provided by different partners 
according to a business process. Thus, Web Service 
compositions can be seen as workflows based on Web 
Services. There is a workflow model that consists of abstract 
tasks describing the required functionality (e.g. invoking a 
credit rating) of a specific workflow step. One of the main 
issues hereby is the selection of appropriate Web Services that 
form the execution plan for a Web Service composition. The 
functionality of each task can be provided by different 
candidate Web Services. Web Services that provide similar or 
identical functionality are grouped in the same category [7]. 
Web Services within the same category may have different 
non-functional attributes. Fig.1 explains Web Services has 
many service oriented application. It is one of the web service 
compositions and selects the best service in the value added 
services. Existing technologies of web services are extended 
to give value added customized services to customers through 
composition. If no single Web service can satisfy the 
functionality required by the user, there should be a possibility 
to combine existing services together in order to fulfill the 
request.  The basic web service model consists of three 
entities: Service Provider, Service Registry and Service 
Requester [12]. Service Provider is used to provide the service 
to the Service Registry [5]. Service Requester is the requester 
who retrieves the information from service registry to find a 
suitable service provider and publish the web service. The 
Service Registry contains the information about Service 
Provider and Service Requester [10]. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Fig.1 Selection of Web Service Application 
 
Execution cost: The execution cost of an operation of a 
service is the fee that a service requester has to pay for 
invoking the service and executing its operation. 
Response Time: The response time measures the maximum 
delay in seconds between the moment when a request is sent 
and the moment when the results are received by client-side 
view. 

Reliability: The reliability is a measure of trustworthiness of a 
service. It measures the degree of compliance between 
providers claimed value with the actual value. 
Availability: The availability is the probability that the service 
is accessible. It is the quality aspect of whether the service is 
available for immediate use. 

2.2 The web services selection problem 

Motivating Example: In this section, we present a travel plan 
domain such as hotel, airline and taxi reservation web service 
that receives information regarding the type of customer 
wishes to reserve and makes a reservation to customer needs. 
Each web service have four individual Services such as 
Service1, Service2, Service 3, and Service 4.Using the both 
algorithm we can select the best Services in the Input Details. 
Fig.2 has shown the diagram for this model. This study 
describes how Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm and 
Gravitational Search Algorithm can be applied to the 
optimization problem of optimal web service selection and 
compares the performance of both the algorithms.   

3. WEB SERVICE SELECTION BASED ON PSO 
ALGORITHM 
 PSO Algorithm introduced by Kennedy and 
Eberhart in 1995[1]. The Particle Swarm Optimization 
Algorithm based on user Preferences in web service selection 
[7]. In this Paper, we mainly solved service selection problem 
in the web service composition. The PSO-based  web  service  
selection  method  (PSOWSS)  to  resolve dynamic web 
services selection with global QoS constraints, considering  
various  QoS  attributes,  such  as  response  time, cost, and 
availability etc. 
 

Algorithm 
Input: target function;  
0utput: Pareto solutions  
 
1)  Initialization set up parameters;  
2)  In  accordance  with  population  size  set,  randomly 
generated  paths  of  service  composition  to  meet  the 
constraint.  Each path is encoded as a particle, and all particles 
form the initial particle population;  
3)  Implementing the disturbance moving of particles;  
4)  Randomly  selecting  current  number  of  mutation 
particles( PN mutation) from  external  population,  and  
updating those; 
5)  Updating the values of pbest and gbest;  
6)  According to the evolution times of fitness function to 
judge whether meeting the end conditions or not. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Web Service 
Web Service 

Application 
Web Service 

Value added 
Service 
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Fig.2 Travel plan domain 

 

Generating Initial Particle Population  
Input:  population size (N);  
Output:  initial particle population (SN)  
 
1)  Set SP to empty;  
2)  Add the sets that are generated by 
Constr(RanService(WS)) into SP |SP|=|SP| +I;  
3)  If |SP|=N then goto 2 else ending;  
4)  Where WS is the set of service candidates; 
RanService(WS) is  randomly  service  path  generating 
method and its range is service selection scenarios; Constr( ) 
is service selection method based on constraints. 
 
4. WEB SERVICE SELECTION BASED ON 
GRAVITATIONAL SEARCH ALGORITHM 
 
 Gravitational Search Algorithm is based on the law 
of gravity. It Consider agents as objects and their performance 
measured by their masses. 
Now, consider the travel plan domain created, which is a web 
service application for flight, hotel and taxi Reservation.  The 
application uses non functional requirements such as price, 
duration, reputation, rate and availability. Each service has 
four candidate services. 
The fitness value of each service is calculated in web 
application using the non functional parameter and stored into 
the new table. 

Gravitational and inertial are calculated by the fitness 
evaluation. The gravitational and inertial masses are updating 
by the following equations: 
Mgi = ( 	( 	 ( ))/	( 	 	 ( ))	
Here fit(t) calculated by the non functional requirement 
parameters and represents the fitness value of the each 
services at time t. 

 

Where fit(t) represent the fitness value of the agents i at time 
t, worst(t) and best(t) are defined as follows: 
Best (t) = Max fit (t) 
Worst (t) = Min fit (t) 

 

 

Here gt is gravitational constant at time t, es is small constant. 
fitness is fit (t) value of each services. 
Rij(t) =( 1	+	 2)2 
Rij(t)  is the Euclidian distance between two services. Here we 
can calculate the Euclidian1 using the flight and hotel services 
and Euclidian2 using the Euclidian1 and car services. 
Euclidian1= (flight service -hotel service)2  
Euclidian 2= (flight service - taxi service)2  
 
 
 
 

Returns the Best 
Services 

OUTPUT 

Using Particle Swarm 
Optimization Algorithm 
find the best services 

Using Gravitational Search 
Algorithm find the best 
services 

Service 3 Service 2 Service 1 Service 4 

Input Details 
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Table 1 Comparison between PSO and GSA 

 
5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 
5.1 Comparing the Fitness Functions 
 
  In this paper we compared the fitness functions of 
Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm and Gravitational 
Search algorithm. In PSO algorithm updating is performed 
without considering the fitness value. In GSA, fitness value is 
important around the search space. In GSA fitness is reversely 
proportional to the distance between solutions. Particle Swarm 
Optimization algorithm  Calculates the fitness values using 
Group of iteration,then compute the best values from the 
global values of iteration. So the time consumption is more. 
But, in GSA, choose fitness as random iteration of web 
service for calculate the fitness value. So the time 
consumption much lower  compared to Particle Swarm 
Optimization algorithm 
 
5.2 Comparing PSO with GSA 
 
        The comparison results shown in Fig.3.For the particular 
time t, Gravitational Search algorithm performs better than 
PSO algorithm. Gravitational Search algorithm solving the 
NP-hard problem like web service selection better than PSO 
algorithm.This proves all the particle be likely to converge to 
the best solution quickly compared to Particle Swarm 
Optimization algorithm. This is represented in the 
figure.(Refer Table 1) 

 

 
Fig. 3 Comparison of PSO vs GSA 

 
6. CONCLUSION 
This Paper explains the web service selection problem by 
considering a travel plan domain as an example. The 
algorithm can generate a set of optimal plan to meet user 
constraints. We have presented an algorithmic approach for 
solving the optimal service selection optimization problem by 
considering two optimization algorithm, PSO and GSA 
algorithm. PSO-based web service selection selects the 
optimal Web Services for each task so that the overall QoS 
and cost requirements of the composition are satisfied. A 
travel agency application is considered to facilitate dynamic 
service composition, selection and adaptation in order to 

needs regardless of their locations, platforms and/or hardware 

speeds. The proposed Gravitational Search Algorithm based 
on user preference in the Web Service Selection is obtaining 
better results. The future work may be achieve towards 
incorporations other evolutionary Computing Algorithm the 
same. 
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Abstract: A Bloom Filter (BF) is a data structure suitable for performing set membership queries very efficiently. A Standard Bloom 
Filter representing a set of n elements is generated by an array of m bits and uses k independent hash functions. Bloom Filters have 
some attractive properties including low storage requirement, fast membership checking and no false negatives. False positives are 
possible but their probability may be controlled and significantly lowered depending upon the application requirements. There are 
many variants of the standard Bloom Filter  counting BF, variable increment BF, compressed BF, scalable BF, generalized BF, stable 
BF and Bloomier Filter. Bloom Filters are increasingly finding applications in fast and approximate search, encrypted search in the 
cloud, routing and controlling of network traffic, network intrusion detection and differential database and file updating. This paper 
explores the typical properties of Bloom Filters, their variants and their suitability for use in present day applications. 
 
Keywords: Bloom Filter, Variants, Set Membership, Hashing and Encrypted Search. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
A Bloom Filter is a space efficient probabilistic data structure 
which is used to represent a set and perform membership 
queries [1] i.e. to query whether an element is a member of 
the set or not. The Bloom Filter data structure was introduced 
by Burton H. Bloom [2] in 1970. A Bloom Filter occupies 
negligible space compared to the entire set. Space saving 
comes at the cost of false positives but this drawback does not 
affect the processing of information if the probability of an 
error is made sufficiently low. Bloom Filters typically find 
applications in situations that involve determining 
membership of an element for a sufficiently large set in small 
amount of time. Today, Bloom Filters are used in wide variety 
of applications including spell checking, network traffic 
routing and monitoring, database search, differential file 
updating, distributed network caches, and textual analysis. In 
this paper we will describe bloom filter, its variants and its 
applications in different areas of computer science. 

                                          x 

 

             h1(x)    h2 k(x) 

 

 
   

           0         1         2                               . . .                             m-3     m-2    m-1                               
 

Fig. 1  Set Operation in a Standard Bloom Filter 

 

1.1 Standard Bloom Filter 
A Bloom Filter for representing a set S = {s1, s2 n} of n 
elements is described by an array of m bits, initially all set to 
0. A Bloom Filter uses k independent hash functions h1, h2
hk s every 

. For 
each element x  S, the bits hi i  

To check if an item y is in S, we check whether all hi (y) are 
set to 1. If any of hi (y) is 0 then clearly y does not belong to 
S. If all hi (y) are set to 1 then y may belong to S. 

Following are the properties of a Standard Bloom Filter: 

the Bloom Filter [3] is 
very small as compared to the entire set. 

not is independent of the number of elements present in the 
set. 

but their probability can be significantly lowered. 

Filters can be easily halved in size allowing 
applications to shrink a Bloom Filter. 

also be used to approximate the 
intersection between two sets. 

Filters represent sets S1 and S2 with same 
number of bits and same number of hash functions then a 
Bloom Filter representing the union of these two sets can be 
obtained by taking OR of the two bit-vectors of the original 
Bloom filters [4]. 

The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. 
Section 2 describes different variants of the bloom filter. 
Different applications of bloom filters in area of approximate / 
encrypted search, network security and database updating are 

1   0 1 . . .    0 1 . . . 0 1 0 
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explained in Section 3. Concluding remarks are mentioned in 
Section 4. 

2. VARIANTS OF BLOOM FILTER 
In this section we explore and describe variants of Bloom 
Filter [5] built on the Standard Bloom Filter data structure.  
2.1 Counting Bloom Filter 
The Standard Bloom Filter works fine when the members of 
the set do not change over time. Addition of elements only 
requires hashing the additional item and setting the 
corresponding bit locations in the array. However, deletion is 
not possible in the Standard Bloom Filter since it will require 

hashing another item which is still a member of the set. To 
overcome this deficiency of Standard Bloom Filter, Fan et al. 
[6] introduced the idea of Counting Bloom Filter. In Counting 
Bloom Filter, bits of the array are replaced by a small counter. 
When an element is inserted, the corresponding counters are 
incremented; when the element is deleted, the corresponding 
counters are decremented. The value of the counter gives the 
number of items hashed to it. Since each counter size is 
limited, the n-bit counter will overflow if it reaches a value of 
2n. The figure below shows the structure and set operation in a 
Counting Bloom Filter. Analysis carried out by Fan et al 
shows that a 4-bit counter is adequate for most applications. 

 

                                 x1, x2,  xn 

 

              

          h1(xi)    h2(xi k(xi) 

 

 

3 0 1      . . . . 2 1  . . . . 0 2 0 
                 0         1          2                                      . . . .                                                 m-2      m-1      m 

Fig. 2  Set Operation in a Counting Bloom Filter 

2.2 Variable Increment Bloom Filter 
The Variable Increment Counting Bloom Filter (VI  Bloom) 
[7] is a generalization of the Counting Bloom Filter that uses 
variable increments to update each entry. In this structure, a 
set of possible variable increments are defined. For each 
counter update by an element we hash the element into the 
variable increment set and use it to increment the counter. 
Similarly, to delete an element we decrement by its hashed 
value in the variable increment set. To determine if an 
element is part of the set, we check in each of its counters if 
its hashed value in the variable increment set could be part of 
the sum. If this be the case in at least one counter the element 
definitely does not belong to the set. Otherwise, the element 
may belong to the set with some probability of false positive. 
VI  Bloom can be used in Approximate Concurrent State 
Machine [8], Counter Braids [9] and Fingerprint-based 
schemes. 

2.3 Compressed Bloom Filter 
Using a larger but sparser Bloom Filter can yield the same 
false positive rate with a smaller number of transmitted bits. 
The resulting bloom filter is called a Compressed Bloom 
Filter [10]. By using Compressed Bloom Filters networking 

protocols reduce the number of bits broadcast, the false 
positive rate and the amount of computation per look up. 
Costs involved are larger computation time for compression 
and decompression. 

2.4 Scalable Bloom Filter 
A Scalable Bloom Filters consist of two or more Standard 
Bloom Filters, allowing arbitrary growth of the set being 
represented. When one Bloom Filter gets filled due to the 
limit on the fill ratio, a new filter is added. Querying an 
element involves testing the presence in each filter. Each 
successive bloom filter is created with a tighter maximum 
error probability on a geometric progression [11]. 

2.5 Generalized Bloom Filter 
Generalized Bloom Filter [12] uses hash functions that can set 
as well as reset bits. In Generalized Bloom Filter, the initial 
value of the bits of the array is not restricted to zero anymore. 
For each element xi  S bits corresponding to the positions h1 
(xi), h2 (xi k (xi) are set and the bits corresponding to 
the positions g1(xi), g2(xi k(xi) are reset. In case of 
collision between function hi and gi the resulting bit is always 
reset. To check if element belongs to the set we check whether 
bits corresponding to hi are all set and bits corresponding to gi 
are all reset. If at least one bit is inverted then the element 
does not belong to the set with high probability. If no bit is 
inverted, then the element belong to set with high probability. 

2.6 Bloomier Filters 
Bloomier Filters [13] associate a value with each element that 
had been inserted thereby implementing an associative array. 
These structures achieve a small space overhead by accepting 
a small probability of false positives. In this type of Bloom 
Filter, a false positive is defined as returning a result when the 
key is not in the map. The map will never return the wrong 
value for a key that is in the map. 

2.7 Stable Bloom Filter 
This variant of Bloom Filter is particularly useful in data 
streaming applications. In these applications when more and 
more elements arrive, 
filter will increase significantly, finally reaching the limit 
where every distinct element is reported as duplicate 
indicating that bloom filter can no longer be used. In Stable 
Bloom Filters [14], this state is avoided by eviction of some 
information. In this approach a random deletion operation is 
incorporated in the Bloom Filter so that it does not exceed its 
capacity. 

3. APPLICATIONS OF BLOOM FILTER 
3.1 General Applications 
3.1.1 Spell Checkers 
Bloom Filters are particularly useful in spell checking 
software. They are used to determine if the word is a valid 
word in its language. This is done by creating Bloom Filter of 
all possible words of that language and checking a candidate 
word against that Bloom Filter. Suggested corrections are 
generated by making all single substitutions in rejected words 
and then checking if these results are members of the set [15]. 

3.1.2 Longest Prefix Matching 
Bloom Filters are used for longest prefix matching algorithms 
[16] as these are typically used for efficient exact match 
searches. The basic idea is to create a hash table consisting of 
prefixes of various lengths that have to be potentially matched 
against a given string with the goal of finding the longest 
possible match. By using Bloom Filter one can avoid 
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unnecessary look up into a hash table when the corresponding 
prefix does not exist in the table. 

3.1.3 Refining Web Search Results 
Bloom Filters are extremely useful in refining search results 
[17] returned by search engines.  Most of the top search 
results returned by search engines contain similar contents. 
This technique involves removing or grouping all near-
duplicate documents in the results presented to the user. 
Bloom Filter is also used for similarity detection of text 
documents. For finding similar documents, Bloom Filters are 
compared by using bit wise AND operation. In case the two 
documents share large numbe -wise 
AND to their bloom filter, the documents are assumed to be 
similar. 

3.2 Networking Applications 
3.2.1 Routing 
If the network is in the form of a rooted tree with nodes 
holding resources and a node receives a request for resource, 
it checks its unified list to ascertain if it has a way of routing 
that request to the resource [18]. False positives in this cause 
may forward the routing request to an incorrect path. In such a 
case backtracking of the tree is necessary. Another similar 
application needs to verify if the requested file has a replica 
nearby and in such cases the request may be routed efficiently 
along the shortest path [19, 20]. Each node in the network 
keeps an array of Bloom Filter for each adjacent edge i.e. The 
kth Bloom Filter in the array keeps track of the files reachable 
via k hops from the node in the network.  

Bloom Filters are also used for geographic routing system for 
mobile computers [21]. In this scheme each node contains a 
Bloom Filter representing the list of mobile hosts reachable 
through itself or through its three siblings at each level. 

3.2.2 Loop Prevention 
Normally, packets trapped in the network loop are detected 
using the IP Time-To-Live field but these are not of much 
help if the loops are small. A small Bloom Filter can be used 
which can be carried in the packet header and which keeps 
track of the set of nodes visited [22]. Each node has a mask 
that can be ORed into the Bloom Filter as its passes; if the 
filter does not change there is a loop. 

3.2.3 IP Traceback and IP Multicast 
Bloom filter is also used to trace the route that a packet 
traversed in a network [23]. Bloom Filters reduce the amount 
of information [24] that needs to be stored in order to 
summarize the set of packets seen. A router mistakenly 
identifying a packet as having been seen would be treated as a 
false positive. 

Bloom filters are also used as alternative of interface lists that 
the router associates with multicast addresses to send packets 
through a multicast tree [25]. There can be Bloom Filter of 
addresses associated with each interface. When a packet with 
multicast addresses arrives on one interface, the Bloom Filters 
of all other interfaces are queried to check if packets with that 
address should be forwarded along that interface. This helps 
in significant space savings. 

3.2.4 Network Traffic 
Bloom filters are widely used to reduce network traffic. 
Bloom filters are used in caching proxy servers [26] on the 
World Wide Web (WWW). Bloom filters are used in Web 
caches to efficiently determine the existence of an object in 
cache. Use of web caches help to reduce the network traffic.  

Bloom filter are also used as cache digest. A cache digest 
contains information of all cache keys with lookup capability. 
By checking a neighbor cache, a cache can determine with 
certainty if a neighboring cache does not hold a given object 
[27]. This allows in reduction of the cache directory size 
while keeping the number of collisions low. 

Bloom Filters find applications in network traffic 
measurement and detection of heavy flows inside a router  
[28]. The basic idea is to hash each packet entering into the 
Bloom Filter. A counter is associated with each location in the 
Bloom Filter that records the number of packet bytes that have 
traversed the router associated with that location. The counter 
is incremented by the number of bytes in the packet. If a 
minimum count associated with a packet is above some 
threshold, the corresponding flow is marked as heavy flow. 

3.3 Applications in Security & Database    
       Management 
3.3.1 Intrusion Detection 
Network Intrusion Detection and Prevention Systems 
(IDS/IPS) use string matching to scan Internet packets for 
malicious content. Bloom Filters are particularly useful for 
searching large number of strings efficiently. The basic idea is 
to find substrings (or commonly known as signatures) at high 
speed [29, 30].  A common approach is to separate signatures 
by length and use Bloom Filter for each length allowing 
parallel processing. If the Bloom Filter detects a match, a hash 
table is queried to determine if exact match has occurred. If 
the queried signature is exact match, the malicious content can 
be blocked and the network administrator is informed. Google 
Chrome uses Bloom Filters to make preliminary decision 
whether a particular web site is malicious or safe. Bloom 
filters are also used in virus scanning [31], worm detection 
[32], Denial of Service (DoS) prevention [33] and network 
forensics [34]. 

3.3.2 Encrypted Search 
Bloom filters are extremely useful for searching in encrypted 
text. At the client end, user first creates the Bloom Filter of 
the document, encrypts the document using an encryption 
algorithm and then sends both the encrypted document as well 
as its corresponding Bloom Filter to the server. When the 
client needs to search the document, it sends keyword to the 
server and the server checks the document Bloom Filter for 
presence of the keyword. If presence of the keyword is 
established, the encrypted document is returned to the client 
which is decrypted with the key (used earlier to encrypt the 
document). 

3.3.3 Database Applications 
Bloom Filters have been frequently used for management of 
databases. Bloom Filters were used to estimate the size of 
joins in databases [35, 36] and to speed up semi-join 
operations. This is particularly useful in distributed databases. 
In these applications, one host sends the other host 
information in the form of Bloom Filter to reduce the overall 
communication load between two hosts. 

Bloom filters can also be used to maintain differential files 
[37]. A differential file keeps track of all changes to a 
database that occurred during the day or within a specific time 
period. Instead of keeping a list of all records that are being 
changed, one can replace this list with Bloom Filters of the 
records that have been changed. 
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4. CONCLUSION 
The significance of Bloom Filters has been highlighted in this 
paper.  Variants of Standard Bloom Filter were explored, 
which have been modified according to the requirement of 
different applications. We have also explained various 
applications of Bloom Filters. This simple data structure is 
gaining significance particularly for applications related to 
searching of documents, databases and encrypted content on 
the cloud. Applications related to network traffic 
management, database management and cloud security are 
also being addressed using Bloom Filters. The Standard 
Bloom Filter may be modified according to the needs of the 
application so that more power can be derived from this data 
structure. In the future, we are interested in applications 
related to cloud security and encrypted search and would like 
to modify this data structure to make it more suitable for these 
applications. 
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Abstract: The current paper proposes a biomedical image watermarking technique through modified bit replacement algorithm in 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The rapid growth and advancement of digital networks and 
multimedia technologies has created immense interest in the 
areas of tele-diagnosis tele-medicine, tele-radiology,          
tele-surgery and remote patient monitoring. The digitization 
of patient information, such as electronic patient records 
(EPR), clinical and diagnostic images, has provided 
significant flexibility and more accuracy in medical diagnosis. 
Patient records are required to be secure and information 
confidentiality maintained. For biomedical images, 
modifications are not allowed during data transfer over 
networks for obvious legal reasons. Digital watermarking can 
embed messages without changing the image size and without 
violating the DICOM format maintaining the following 
necessary conditions: 

I. There should be minimal perceptible changes in the 
watermarked image. The watermarked image should visually 
be the same as the original image [1]. 

II. The watermarking technique should be reversible. This 
means that the watermarked image should revert back to its 
original form on removal of the water mark [2]. 

III. There should be no impact on the stored images in the 
PACS server due to introduction of the watermark [3]. 

IV. Modification of the watermarked image may lead to 
unsuccessful verification. So the proposed watermarking 
scheme should not change the amount of data that needs to be 
transferred. 

V. The watermarking technique for authentication should be 
applied while transferring image data in DICOM format over 
the network [4]. 

Digital watermarking is one of the safest and popular methods 
to enhance medical data security [5]. It is the process of 
embedding information into a digital image with an 
imperceptible form for the human visual system such that the 
hidden information or the watermark can be extracted or 
recovered afterwards [6-9]. However, medical image 
watermarking requires extreme care when embedding 
additional information because the additional information 
should not degrade the medical image quality.  

If a medical image is illegally obtained and the content is 
changed, it may lead to wrong diagnosis. Watermarking of 
medical images and authentication of legal documents face 
extremely hostile environments where the most harmful 
attacks remove the embedded watermarks [10, 11]. 

A biomedical image watermarking technique can be 
characterized by the following four features: imperceptibility, 
robustness, security, and capacity.  

Imperceptibility: Imperceptibility refers to the perceptual 
transparency of the watermark. Ideally, no perceptible 
difference between the watermarked and original image 
should be perceived by the human visual system.            

Robustness: Robustness is the capability of the watermark to 
survive unwanted alterations or manipulations known as 
attacks. A watermark needs only to survive the attacks that are 
likely to occur when the watermarked signal is being 
transmitted. Not all watermarking applications require a 
watermark to be robust enough to survive all attacks. In an 
extreme case, robustness may be completely irrelevant where 
fragility is desirable [12].     

Security: Watermarking security implies that the watermark 
should be difficult to remove or alter without damaging the 
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host image. It is the most important figure of merit for a 
medical image assuring secrecy and integrity of the 
watermarked information [13].  

Capacity: Watermarking capacity normally refers to the 
amount of information that can be embedded into the cover 
image [14]. 

Watermarks can be applied in the spatial domain or in the 
frequency domain. Spatial domain techniques, such as the 
least significant bit method, embed the message by altering 
the coefficients of the least significant bit of an image. The 
frequency domain technique embeds the message by 
modulating the coefficients in the frequency domain, such as 
in the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), Discrete Cosine 
Transform (DCT) and Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) 
cases. Both domains have their own advantages and 
disadvantages. Since frequency domain techniques can embed 
more bits of information and provide ease of compression it is 
more commonly used. Spatial domain techniques are simple 
but suffer from the disadvantage that they are not robust 
enough to overcome several attacks or image alterations. 

In this paper the proposed watermarking technique is 
compared with the simple LSB technique using several image 
quality metrics that show that the superiority of the proposed 
algorithm over the latter in terms of authenticity and integrity 
of DICOM images. Further, the embedded watermark or 
information logo can be recovered using this algorithm which 
resembles the hidden image more closely. 

2. WATERMARKING USING SIMPLE 
LSB TECHNIQUE IN SPATIAL DOMAIN 
The Least Significant Bit (LSB) algorithm, is very simple, 
strong, and less perceptible. The embedding of the watermark 
is performed choosing a subset of image pixels and 
substituting the LSB of each of the chosen pixels with the 
watermark bits [15]. This algorithm takes as inputs a cover 
image and a watermark logo while the output function takes 
as input the watermarked image and gives the extracted 
watermark as its output. For a gray scale 8- bit image, we 
need to read the cover image and information logo and then 
add the data of the information logo to the least significant 
bits of each pixel of the cover image, in every 8-bit pixel. The 
cover image is generally a gray scale image where each pixel 
is represented by 1 byte. It can represent 256 gray colors 
between the black which is 0 to the white which is 255. The 
information logo is generally a binary image and it can be 
represented by black (0) or white (1). Recovery of the hidden 
information or watermark is done by extracting the least 
significant bit of each of the selected image pixels. If the 
extracted bits match the inserted bits, then the watermark is 
reconstructed. 

Though LSB watermarking schemes have a higher level of 
invisibility and a less computational overhead, modifications 
of LSB data is highly sensitive to noise and is easily 
destroyed. This technique is not resistant enough to image 
compression and other image processing techniques. 
Furthermore, image quality may be degraded by the 
watermark.  

This paper describes a new type of biomedical image 
watermarking technique which is also simple but more 
effective and efficient than the LSB technique. 

3. PROPOSED WATERMARKING 
TECHNIQUE IN SPATIAL DOMAIN 
In the proposed biomedical image watermarking technique, 
modified bit replacement algorithm in spatial domain is used 
which is much better than the conventional simple LSB 
technique. In this scheme, multiple copies of the same 
information are hidden in several bits of the cover image 
starting from the lower order to the higher orders. So even if 
some of the information is lost due to an attack, we can still 
collect the remaining information and recover the watermark 
from the cover image using the bit majority algorithm.  

3.1. Embedding watermark 
The gray scale cover image is divided into several parts 
according to the size of the information logo and the number 
of the same information that are to be hidden. Then the lowest 
pixel value of each sub division is taken as the starting index 
for the embedding process and this value gradually increases 
up to the limit equal to the maximum number of information 
blocks of the watermark. The number of information blocks is 
the total number of black pixels of the binary logo. This 
number is also used as a random key which is also sent along 
with the watermarked image and two other keys which hold 
the information about the dimensions of the watermark. 

3.2. Recovery of watermark 
The watermarked image is compared with the original cover 
image to find the difference in pixel values depending on the 
three hidden keys. The first key indicates the information 
block of the information logo and the remaining two indicate 
the row size and column size of the information block 
respectively. After getting the three correct keys from the user 
the different hidden sets of information logo from the 
watermarked image are found. These different sets are built 
using the positional information of the hidden pixels and the 
information obtained from those three keys. The final 
information logo is then reconstructed by a number of 
comparisons between these different recovered sets using the 
proposed bit majority algorithm. This algorithm provides a 
method to find the closest twin by several comparisons 
between different sets of data. After recovering the different 
sets from the attacked watermarked image, the best sets of 
pixels which are closest to the original information logo, are 
taken. The rest of the portions of black dots are replaced by 
white dots. Every set of the recovered logo is checked with 
one another to find the similarity between the pixels. 

4. ATTACKS AND DISTORTIONS 
Alterations on the watermarked image made either 
intentionally or inadvertently, are known as attacks. Different 
types of attacks can cause image quality degradation. An 
attack may be performed intentionally on a watermarked 
document to destroy or degrade the quality of the hidden 
watermark. These distortions also introduce degradation on 
the performance of the watermark extraction algorithm [16]. 
The watermarking technique should be robust enough to 
survive the attacks so that after extraction the watermark 
should resemble the original image. Some of the popular 
attacks mentioned in this paper are (a) Salt and Pepper Noise, 
(b) Image Compression,(c) Gaussian Noise,                          
(d) Multiplicative Noise and (e) Erosion. 

5. IMAGE QUALITY METRICS 
Measurement of the quality of a watermarked image and the 
recovered information logo is very important for the 
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watermarking technique to indicate its strength and integrity 
[17, 18]. 

To measure the amount of visual quality degradation between 
the original and watermarked images, different types of image 
quality metrics such as Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), 
Structural Similarity Index Measurement (SSIM), Bit Error 
Rate (BER), Normalized Absolute Error (NAE), Mean 
Average Error (MAE), Universal Image Quality Index (UIQI) 
are used while the quality and similarity of the recovered 
information logo with the original may be measured by 
determining the  BER, SSIM, Normalized Cross Correlation 
(NCC), Mutual Information (MI), Structural Content (SC), 
and UIQI. 

Higher value of PSNR, SSIM, NCC, MI and UIQI represents 
image of good quality while lower values of BER, NAE, 
MAE, SC represent less error and consequently good quality 
image 

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A comparative study of the quality measurements between the 
simple LSB watermarking technique and the proposed 
modified bit replacement (MBR) watermarking technique has 
been calculated and the results are presented. 

In Table 1, four sets of biomedical cover images along with 
the information logos and the obtained watermarked images 
are shown for both the LSB and our proposed embedding 
technique. The calculated value of the quality metrics such as 
PSNR, SSIM UIQI, BER, MAE and NAE are given to find 
the image quality after watermark insertion. It is observed that 
for both the cases the difference between the watermarked 
image and the cover image by the Human Visual System 
appear to be identical. In case of the LSB technique we are 
hiding a single logo but in case of our proposed algorithm we 
are hiding 8 sets of information logo. So, the chance of 
deformity of the original image is more in the proposed case. 
But from Table 1 we observe that the value of SSIM in all the 
cases of the proposed algorithm is close to 1 and BER is close 
to 0 which are proof of the similarity between the original and 
watermarked cover image. The values of the other quality 
metrics also indicate that the watermarked images are quite 
similar to the original cover images without any distortions or 
visual deformities. The value of universal image quality index 
(UIQI) is also close to 1 which is proof of the good quality of 
the watermarked image. 

In Table 2 through Table 6, the successful recovery of hidden 
information from the altered watermarked image is shown 
under several attacks for both the simple LSB and proposed 
biomedical watermarking. The results are shown for some 
biomedical MRI images subjected to different types of attacks 
such as salt and pepper noise, image compression, Gaussian 
noise, multiplicative noise, erosion and dilation. The 
recovered logos are visually more similar to the original one 
in our proposed MBR technique than the LSB technique. 
Moreover, from the experimental results we can see our 
proposed technique can resist higher order of attack and still 
can recover the hidden information whereas the simple LSB 
technique fails to recover and construct the hidden 
information in such circumstances. The values of SSIM and 
BER of the recovered logo using MBR technique indicate that 
they are much closer to the embedded one and also much 
better than LSB technique. Moreover NCC and UIQI also 
prove the quality of the recovered watermark or information 
logo. In comparison with the LSB and our proposed MBR 
watermarking technique BER and SC are less and closer to 0. 
SSIM, NCC, MI and UIQI are higher and closer to 1.  

From Table 2 we can see our proposed watermarking 
technique can recover the watermark more close to the 
original one than LSB under 40 % of salt and pepper noise. 
From Table 3 we can see that LSB technique cannot resist 
JPEG compression whereas the proposed technique can 
recover information closer to the hidden one from 5 % JPEG 
compressed image. Results from Table 4 describe that the 
proposed algorithm is much stronger to recover hidden 
information from Gaussian noise attack than the LSB 
technique. Other tables also show that the proposed MBR 
biomedical image watermarking technique is quite efficient to 
recover information from other attacked watermarked image 
like multiplicative noise and erosion. 

The value of different quality metrics mentioned in Table 1 to 
Table 6 indicates that the proposed modified bit replacement 
(MBR) biomedical watermarking technique is much better 
both visually and statistically than the simple and 
conventional LSB watermarking technique. 

7. CONCLUSION 
The proposed MBR biomedical image watermarking scheme 
in the spatial domain includes procedures for data embedding, 
extraction and verification of quality using several quality 
metrics for both watermarked image and the recovered 
watermark. Experimental results show that the proposed 
modified bit replacement watermarking scheme has high 
robustness, embedding capacity, low distortion and enhanced 
security than the LSB technique. Moreover it can also resist 
several moderately strong attacks. It is also observed that the 
original information logo can be reconstructed by the 
proposed bit majority algorithm whose integrity can be strictly 
verified. A number of image quality metrics support the 
quality, strength and satisfy the high performance of the 
proposed algorithm.       
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Table 1: Cover Image, watermark or information logo and image quality measurements for both LSB and MBR algorithm 
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watermarked 
image 

Image quality measures 
PSNR SSIM UIQI 
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51.17 

 
0.99556 0.93536 

BER MAE NAE 

0.49568 0.496 0.00977 
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Information 

Block 
Proposed MBR 

 

PSNR SSIM UIQI 

42.29 0.97293 0.90468 
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MRI 

 
 

E Logo 
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PSNR SSIM UIQI 

51.1624 0.99757 0.98506 
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Table 2: Watermarked image, salt and pepper noise attacked watermarked image, recovered logo and image quality measures 
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Table 3: Watermarked image, JPEG Compression attacked watermarked image, recovered logo and image quality measures  
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Table 4:  Watermarked image, Gaussian Noise attacked watermarked image, recovered logo and image quality measures  
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Table 5: Watermarked image, Multiplicative noise attacked watermarked image, recovered logo and image quality measures 
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Table 6: Watermarked image, attacked watermarked image due to Erosion, recovered logo and image quality measures  
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Abstract: Generating power through the wind mills is very common and essential now-a-days. In wind mills, designing a proper 
Condition Monitoring System is a difficult task. The main objective of this paper  is a) to monitor the parameters like generator 
current, temperature, voltage, vibration, turbine speed in wind mills b) to detect fault in the temperature sensor and in the storage unit 
c) to control the parameters such as speed, temperature, current through LabVIEW. Basically, signal parameters will be detected by 
sensor units and conditioned with the help of Signal Conditioning Unit (SCU). Generally most of the signals will be analogies, and so 

venient to process it further to the PIC Microcontroller. In order to do that, an Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) to be 
used for digital conversion and the PIC microcontroller has In-Built with ADC. Then, the controller will process those data and sends 
the appropriate output signal to Personal Computer (PC). Thus the information such as the temperature sensor fault, battery/storage 
unit fault, fault current etc is received and stored in the PC. The controller is interfaced to the PC through LabVIEW using Ethernet. 
The measured parameters is displayed through LabVIEW and based upon the data, the faults are rectified. The sequential monitoring 
of the data is possible through the LabVIEW and any variations that have to be made to maintain the stability of the control system is 
done with the help of Ethernet at any time. The Ethernet is the advanced communication link that enables us the faster transmission. 
This paper prevents the replacement of the Microcontroller every time an error occurs as done before and also reduces the total number 
of Microcontrollers used. 
Keywords: Wind mill, LabVIEW, Ethernet, Signal Conditioning Unit, vibration sensor and PIC Microcontroller 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Recent advances in wind mill technologies have already made 
enormous contributions in many industrial areas. Automation 
provides increased efficiency, throughput, accuracy and 
repeatability. In this era, automation has reached a limit where 

many applications it is difficult and time consuming the 
process for the entire devices to monitor and control the 
parameters and to perform the specified task[1],[2]. To 
overcome this problem we are planned a system that single 
operator manages the entire system. The concept of the 
multiple parameter monitoring involves the multiple tasks 
performed working in coordination with the environment to 
accomplish a complicated task. When the entire wind mill 
parameters are monitored as a whole in single PIC 
Microcontroller, it becomes possible to achieve a complicated 
task. This device makes optimum utilization of available 
resources which gives maximum efficiency compared to 
previous methods used for power generation[4]. 

This application have been implemented in the wind mills 
becomes an ideal setup to demonstrate the concept of multiple 
planning. There are certain situations where overloading, 
short circuiting, etc creates a problem to the operator and the 

the effort of the operator to modify the parameter when ever 
needed. By having this device, it adapts to the environment 
and manages to provide the constant efficient output [5]. Thus 
this research works aims to reduce the complicated situations 
and has a constant eye on the parameters and controls it in the 
unstable situations at less time duration. We propose an 
approach of neglecting several controllers into a single 
controller wherein providing the energy efficient at the same 
time simple and reliable system [6]. 

 

2. METHODOLOGY 
Total circuit has to be implemented to obtain various 
parameters in windmills.The generator output current is 
measured by using the Current Transformer (CT) which is 
located inside the generator. The generator output voltage is 
measured by using the Potential Transformer (PT) which is 
located next to the generator output block. Vibration in the 
generator is measured by using piezo electric crystal. Piezo 
electric crystal is kept inside the generator. The output of 
piezo electric crystal is given to the microcontroller through 
the signal conditioning unit. The Signal Conditioning Unit 
(SCU) is used to amplify output signals produced from 
various sensor blocks (current sensor, voltage sensor, 
vibration sensor, blade speed sensor). Also it is used to feed 
the amplified signals to the Analog to Digital Converter 
(ADC). All the analog signals from various sensor blocks 
(current sensor, voltage sensor, vibration sensor, blade speed 
sensor) are converted into digital form. This digital signal is 
fed into the microcontroller. Fluctuations in the output of the 
generator are removed by using a capacitor in the smoothing 
circuit and then it is given to the battery for power storage. 
Here we are using PIC microcontroller for controlling 
purpose. It receives all the signals from ADC and based on the 
inputs given by the user, it controls and monitors all the 
parameters in the wind turbine. EEPROM is Electrically 
Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory which is used for 
store the error data from the microcontroller. This data are 
read by the main computer through Ethernet after that the 

circuit 
is used before the control circuit, used to avoid the load 
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current entering into microcontroller while driving large 
loads. 
A LN2803 driver IC is used. The control circuit consists of 
relays, temperature controllers, fault current protection. 
Relays are used for ON-OFF purposes. Temperature 
controller uses cooling system to control the generator 
winding temperature. Ethernet is a family of frame-based 
computer networking technologies for Local Area Networks 
(LAN). It is used to read the microcontrol
directly. It also enables to change the parameters whenever 
needed. The LM35 is an integrated circuit sensor that can be 
used to measure temperature with an electrical output 
proportional to the temperature (in oC). The LM35 generates a 
higher output voltage than thermocouples and may not require 
that the output voltage be amplified.All the sensors are fitted 
inside the generator to monitor all the electrical parameters. 

 
3. PROPOSED METHOD 

 

Figure 1. Block Diagram of Multiple Parameter Monitor and Control 
in  Windmills 

3.1 Current Sensor 
The generator output current is measured by using the Current 
Transformer (CT) which is located in the generator. A current 
transformer produces a reduced current accurately 
proportional to the current in the circuit, which can be 
conveniently connected to measuring and recording 
instruments fitted at the output side of the microcontroller. 

3.2 Vibration Sensor 
When a large amount curren/voltage will causes 
vibrations.The Vibration in the generator is measured by 
using piezo electric crystal. Piezo electric crystal is kept in the 
generator. It works on a Piezo-Electric Effect. It produces the 
electrical output. The output of piezo electric crystal is given 
to the microcontroller through the signal conditioning unit 
(SCU). 

3.3 Temperature Sensor  
The generator winding temperature is measured by  LM35 
sensor and the output is given to the PIC Microcontroller and 
also fault detection is carried out using redundant sensor. 
LM35 is also used as a redundant sensor for temperature 
measurement. 
3.5  Speed Sensor  
Turbine consists of large number of blades .The Blade speed 
is measured by the proximity sensor and it is given to the 
microcontroller. It is monitored by using LabVIEW. 

3.6 Signal Conditioning Unit(SCU) 
It is used to amplify output signals produced from various 
sensor blocks (current sensor, voltage sensor, vibration sensor, 
blade speed sensor) connected in the generator. It consists of 
Instrumentation amplifiers circuits. Also it is used to feed the 
amplified signals to the PIC Microcontroller which contains 
an in-built ADC. 

3.7 Wind Mill 
Wind mills are generally called as wind turbines. It consists of 
turbine connected to the generator with gear box setup. Here 
we are using synchronous generator to run the turbine. The 
reason for using synchronous generator is, they are more 
stable and secure during normal operation, and they do not 
require an additional DC supply for the excitation circuit. 
Voltage regulation is possible and provides higher power 
coefficient and efficiency. 

3.8 Smoothing Circuit   
Fluctuations in the output of the generator are removed by 
using the smoothing circuit and then it is used as a  battery 
power storage. The smoothing circuit is a low-pass filter 
designed to reduce ripples from the direct current obtained 
from synchronous generator. 
3.9 PIC Microcontroller 
PIC initially referred to "  It is 
used for controlling purpose It receives all the signals from 
the  SCU and based on the inputs given by the user, it controls 
and monitors all the parameters of the wind turbine. PICs are 
popular with both industrial developers due to their low cost, 
wide availability, and serial programming (and re-
programming with flash memory) capability. It has in-built 
ADC. It acts as a first level control. 

3.10 EEPROM 
EEPROM is Electrically Erasable Programmable Read Only 
Memory which is used to store the error data during the 
microcontroller operation. It is the part of the Microcontroller. 
This data are read by the main computer through Ethernet 
after that the info  
only limited values stored in EEROM.. 

3.11 Ethernet 
Ethernet is a family of frame-based computer networking 
technologies for Local Area Networks (LAN). It is used to 
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nables to 
change the parameters whenever needed for turbine operation. 

3.12 Driver Circuit 
Driver circuit is used before of any control circuit. It is used to 
avoid the load current entering into microcontroller while 
driving large loads. LN2803 driver IC is used. A ULN2803 is 
an Integrated Circuit (IC) chip with a High Voltage/High 
Current Darlington Transistor Array. It allows you to interface 
TTL signals with higher voltage/current loads. 

3.13 Control Circuit 
The control circuit consists of relays, temperature controllers 
and fault current protection. Relays are used for ON-OFF 
purposes. Temperature controller used to cool the system and  
control the generator winding temperature. 

3.14 Power Supply 
Every unit requires power supply to get enabled. The power 
supply unit consists of step down transformer, rectifier, filter, 
voltage regulator. There are many types of power supply. 
Most are designed to convert high voltage AC mains 
electricity to a suitable low voltage supply for electronic 
circuits and other devices. A power supply can by broken into 
a series of blocks, each of which performs a particular 
function. Each sensors have a separate power supply sources. 

4. IMPLEMENTATION 
In the wind mills,the Potential Transformer(PT) and the 
Current Transformer(CT) is placed to the generator output to 
measure the voltage and current respectively. The Piezo-
electric sensor is placed on the generator to measure the 
vibrations. The Proximity Sensor is placed near the rotor 
blade such that the rotations of the blade is measured as 
speed.The LM35 temperature sensor is placed in the generator 
to measure the temperature.Then the output of all the sensors 
except the speed sensor output is given to the respective 
Signal conditioning Unit and fed to the ports of the PIC 
Microcontroller and the output from the Microcontroller is 
given to the driver circuits to control the respective 
parameters. 
 

5. RESULT 
Here the parameters such as voltage, current, speed, 
temperature and vibration have been measured using the 
sensors such as potential transformer, current transformer, 
proximity sensor, LM35 and Piezo-electric sensors 
respectively placed in the appropriate places to measures all 
the parameters in wind mill. 
Table 1 shows the output measures across all the sensors 
placed in the wind mill. 
 

6. CONCLUSION 
This paper 

 helpful because here we measure and 
control all the necessary parameters together manually and 
automatically through LabVIEW. So it enables us to measure 
and control anytime any parameter. It reduces all the basic 
needs such as cost, labour power, space, time etc. This feature  
increases the reliability of the setup with the help of 
Ethernet.It is possible to manage the setup from anywhere and 
anyone for a fraction of second. Due to this it is best method 

for controlling parameters in windmill.In this research 
minimum amount of current only measured that cannot sensed 
by current transformer,we have to extend a special sensor to 
measure minimum current also. 

Table 1. Measured output parameters 

Parameter 
measured 

Name of the 
sensors Used 

range/ type 

Voltage Potential 
Transformer 

230V/12V 

Current Current 
Transformer 

5A/500mA 

Speed Proximity 
Sensor 

NPN 

Temperature LM 35 Up to 300 C 
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